The question of removable singularities for partial differential equations is essentially the following: If u is a solution of such an equation in a domain V c R = with a closet set S (of measure zero) removed; and if u is assumed to belong to a class limiting its size near S (for example u CLp), what conditions can be put on the size of S to insure that u (after being redefined in S) is a solution in all of V ? For example, every bounded harmonic function in a punctured disk has a removable singularity at the "puncture". Here the class limiting the size of u may be taken to be the class of bounded functions; and S may be taken to be a single point.
with support in S vanishes), a notion apparently first introduced by H5rmander and Lions [6] . The relationships between the two concepts is expressed in theorems 1 and 2. These theorems are proved in sections 1 and 2 where they are applied to second order equations.
In section 3 generalizations of the Hm, v spaces called "A spaces" are introduced, and, using these, sharper results are obtained for equations which are assumed to be of a more special form. Section 4 deals with geometric sufficient conditions for m-p polarity of sets, which seems to be of interest independently of the question of removable singularities (see for example [5] ); while in section 5 similar results are obtained for the A-spaces introduced earlier. Finally, as an illustration, the latter results are applied to give geometric conditions for removability of singularities of the heat equation. The author would like to take this opportunity to thank Professors Hans Weinberger and Richard Juberg for a number of helpful discussions.
l. Basic notions
Throughout this paper, R ~ will denote Euclidean n-space, S a compact subset of R ~, U an open subset of R ~ containing S, and V a bounded domain in R ~ with C ~~ boundary, containing S.
If B is a Banach space, its dual space will be denoted by B'.
By a solution to a partial differential equation we shall always mean a weak solution.
We use the standard definitions of the spaces C~(U)~O(U), H,n.p(U)--Hm, Lp(U), H~.~(U)
, as contained for example in [1] .
Let B be a Banach space such that C~(U) is contained densely in B. We assume that the topology of Cff(U) is stronger than that of B.
Definition. S is said to be polar with respect to B i/ the only element in B' having support in S is the zero element. A set polar with respect to Hm.~(R ~) is called m-p polar.
Let L be a linear partial differential operator which we write in the form Lu= ~ D~(a~(x)u),
and where the a~ are bounded measurable functions defined on V.
Suppose the/oUowing holds: I] u is a (weak) solution to Lu = 0 in V-S and u ELv(V) then Lu=O in V. Then we say that S is removable with respect to (L, V, Lv).
By a weak solution to Lu = T in an open set ~, where T is a distribution, we mean a distribution u such that (L*r u)=(r T> for all r in C~(~). As stated earlier by "solution" we shall always mean "weak solution".
We shall assume 1 <p< ~, except in the remainder of this section, (where p may equal 1) or as specified. Also throughout lip + lip' = 1.
The following close relationship between the two concepts introduced is an almost immediate consequence of the definitions: Theorem 1. A su//icient condition /or S to be removable with respect to [L, V, Lv] is that S be m-p' polar.
We shall need a few lemmas. The following lemma is essentially stated by Grusin [5] . 
m--p polarity and removable singularities
We 
H,~,v,(V) N/t(m/2).~,(V)-+Lp,(V) (onto).
The Banach space adjoint s of C1 then is an isomorphism s
Lv(V)-*(Hm.v,(V) • [I(m/2).p,)' (onto).
In particular, the equation s u = T can be solved for u in L,(V) provided T 6 ~r_m.v(V). Next suppose that the Dirichlet problem for L* in W has a non-trivial null space.
This must be finite dimensional. Suppose it is generated by eigenfunctions v~, v2, ... vk, which are assumed linearly'independent in W. By the weak unique continuation property it follows that they must also be linearly independent in W -V. Let v~ = vj in W-V, 0 otherwise. We may assume that the vj are orthonormal with respect to L2. Now the equation 122u=T-~zjv; can be solved for u in Lp(W) provided 0=(T-~j.
v/, v,) for i=1, ... k, i.e., if at =(T, v~). With this choice of the aj solve for u. Then in V Lu = T and we argue as before.
Remark 1. Applications to second order linear equations.
For second order elliptic equations of the forms
let us assume that the a's are bounded measurable; the b~j and b~ have bounded measurable derivatives (for example if they are Lipschitz continuous) and b is bounded; or that the c~j have bounded measurable second derivatives, the c~ bounded measurable first derivatives and the c~ are bounded. In that case it follows from what has been said that sets are removable for a, b, c provided they are for the Laplacian. Now L. Carleson [4] has shown that a sufficient condition for S to be removable with uEL~ is that S has finite n-2p' Hausdorff measure. Thus the same conclusion holds for the above equations. Let us note that for case b) our results do not imply Serrin's, nor do his imply ours. For the case c), however, Serrin's results are stronger than ours.
Remark 2. Suppose that in theorem 1 instead of being told that the function u is in Lp(V) we are told that uEHk.~(V ). Let us assume for simplicity that the coefficients are sufficiently smooth. Then Lu EH k m ~ with support in S. Thus S is removable provided it is polar with respect to Hm-k. p, Here k may be positive or negative. The converse holds under the same additional assumptions as occur in theorem 2.
A-polarity
We would like to improve the results so far obtained for equations which are not elliptic. To that end we first consider the following general situation. Suppose A is the closure of C~ (V) in a certain norm [ [A. Suppose furthermore that for u E C~ (V) the following a priori inequalities are valid:
Then L* has a bounded extension 121
Ct: A ~L~,(V)
with closed range. Hence the Banach Space adjoint operator 122
E2: L~(V)-~A'
is also bounded and has a closed range. Since IZ1 is one to one, Cz is onto. This implies that there exists a weak solution in Lp(V) to Lu= T where TEA'.
From now on we are going to specialize the space A. Suppose 
IL*u[~,>~Clu]A (3.4) holds/or all u E Cgr V) then the converse holds. Proo/. Using the notation already introduced, E1 is a bounded map from A-->L~(V). Hence I~ is bounded from Lp(V)~A'. Now suppose uELp(V) and Lu=0 in V-S; then F~2u=TEA( and has support in S. But if S is polar with respect to A this implies that T must vanish and hence IZ~u=0 i.e. Lu=O in V (weakly).
To prove the converse, we note that under the additional assumptions made, Here we take
lul2---~ +l u

From what has been said we see that a su//icient condition /or S to be removable with respect to [heat operator, V, L~] is that there exist a sequence Cj: o//unctions in C~(R n) which equal 1 in a neighborhood o/S such that ]r ]A 40.
A different criterion has been given Aronson [2] and Pini [9] . The necessity of our condition follows from the Lp estimate for the heat equation of Jones [7] and the second part of theorem 3.
Sufficient conditions for mmp polarity
In this section we wish to derive a geometric criterion for a compact set S to be m -p polar. Let us here note that from now on we interchange the roles of p and p'
(for the purpose of simplicity). Given a compact set S consider a covering of S by open spheres of radius r and let N(r) denote the smallest number of such spheres (or radius r) required for such a covering. We then define
M~--M~(S) --~lim inf N(r)r ~.
r-->0
Theorem 4. I/ M~(S)<cr then S is m-p polar /or n-mp>~a (l<p<~). (For p = 1 we have to assume M~(S)=0.)
Remark. Let us note here that, for integral ~, if S is a compact set contained in a smooth a dimensional manifold then certainly M~(S) < c~. (For this case, if p = 2, theorem 4 was proved in [6] .) However, fractional a is not devoid of meaning. For example the usual one dimensional Cantorset has M~< c~ where a-log 2/log 3. By changing the lengths of the intervals used in the definition of the Cantor set one can arrive at arbitrary :r Let us also note that M ~ is not quite the same as ~ dimensional Hausdorff measure, which is a somewhat more refined measure of dimension. Proo/. We know Cj~0 in Lp(R~). Now there exists a subsequence converging weakly in H~. v to a limit ~b. By the Banach Saks theorem there exists a (further) subsequence whose arithmetic means y~j-~r strongly in Hm,v. But then this convergence must also take place strongly in Lv, ~0r ~q~, which implies r =0. The sequence ~j satisfies all requirements of lemma 1. Note: the above lemma is not valid for p = 1. We now proceed with the proof of theorem 4 (we treat only the case 1 <p < ~). We consider the grid Gr which divides R a into cubes of side length r, with sides parallel to the coordiante axes and with one cube centered at the origin. Denoting by N(r) the minimal number of cubes of this grid needed to cover S, we similarly define
It is easily seen that the following inequalities hold with positive constants C depending only on n.
CI M~(S) <-M_ ~(S) < C2 M~(S).
Let ~(t) be a C ~ function of t having the following properties 1. :r is symmetric about t =0.
2, = 1 for I tl <
0~<:c(t)~<l for 88
4. at(t)=0 for Itl >~.
~(t)+a(t-1)=l for 88 (This will then automatically hold for all t in Define fl(x)= ~(xl). ~(x2)... 9 ~(xn)
. Now pick an r >0. Consider the collection C of all cubes in Gr covering S and add all cubes in G~ having at least one common boundary point with the cubes in C to obtain the (larger) collection C' of cubes. and the proof proceeds as before.
Sufficient conditions for A-polarity
We would like to apply the methods in the preceding section to derive sufficient conditions for sets to be polar with respect to spaces of the type A discussed earlier.
Here we take A to be the completion of C~(R ~) with respect to the norm defined by D = ~EK where K is some finite subset of all n-tuples of non-negative integers. We proceed 9 as in the last section, except that instead of coverings by spheres or cubes we now consider coverings by rectangular solids having side lengths where the maximum on the right is not taken with respect to s 1. We wish to choose s to maximize the allowable a, i.e., we wish to maximize the expression 81 over the interval (0 ~<s I <2). This maximum is attained at s I =~ s2= ~ and the best is 3-2p. Thus if 1 <p <~ and M3-2p(S)< oo then S is polar with respect to A, provided S lies on the x axis. (If (*) does not hold for all 0<r<l, we simply pick a sequence of r for which it holds and argue as before.)
For the corresponding situation in higher dimensions we conclude by similar calculations that if S lies in the hyperplane t =0 then S is A polar if M"+1-2~(S) < oo. This shows that if u satisfies the n dimensional (n-1 space dimensions) heat equation in R~-S, S lies on t=0, and u6L~,(R~), then u is a solution in all R ~ provided M"+I-2P(S) < c~. This is certainly true if, for example S lies in an [n+1-2p] dimensional surface.
